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Banco BNI Europa begins lending via Fellow Finance platform
Banco BNI Europa has started to invest in loans through the Fellow Finance platform as the first European bank. As a
modern bank and a forerunner in FinTech partnerships Banco BNI Europa will now be present on the Nordic and
Central European consumer loan and SME loan market as investor through Fellow Finance.
“Modern banks expand and grow by partnerships. Fellow Finance enables and offers an easy access to invest and lend
in Nordic and Central European consumer and SME loans through its platform. Through their investment account at
Fellow Finance, Banco BNI Europa is able to diversify their balance sheet investment into Finnish and German loans
easily and cost-effectively. This is an example that banks don’t need to set up their own expensive operations on
ground but can effectively enter markets through marketplace lending platforms. It is also an example how banks can
also utilize the presence of FinTech among their core business” says Jouni Hintikka, the CEO of Fellow Finance.
“Investing via Fellow Finance in consumer and SME loans offers us a great opportunity to easily expand our operations
and we are very satisfied with the analytical and professional approach of Fellow Finance in credit intermediation”
echoes Pedro Pinto Coelho, Executive Chairman of Banco BNI Europa
To date Banco BNI Europa has struck fourteen fintech partnerships with European fintech leaders across the
continent. The bank had 141 per cent growth by the end of 2017 taking its total assets above €500m, and cited its
focus on “innovative products” as an explanation for the improved performance.
Fellow Finance media contact:
Jouni Hintikka, Tel. +358 40 5855 009, email: jouni.hintikka(at)fellowfinance.fi
About Fellow Finance:
Fellow Finance – Crowdfunding for People and Businesses
Fellow Finance is the largest crowdfunding platform in the Northern Europe and the first one that offers both peer-topeer-lending service to consumers and loan-based crowdfunding to companies. Fellow Finance has intermediated
loans for over €200m and the platform has 280.000 users from 43 countries. Fellow Finance Plc is regulated by the
Financial Supervisory Authority of Finland as an authorized Payment Institution.
Read more: www.fellowfinance.com

Banco BNI Europa media contact:
Pedro Carvalheiro, Tel. +351 309 307 830, email: pedro.carvalheiro@bnieuropa.pt

About Banco BNI Europa:
Banco BNI Europa (www.bnieuropa.pt) was launched in July 2014 and is Portugal’s fastest growing digital-only Bank.
Banco BNI Europa aims to challenge the traditional banking sector through strategic partnerships with fast-moving
fintech businesses to launch new products allowing the use of the most advanced technology in terms of risk analysis,
consumer experience and rapid entry into the market. This strategic orientation allows the Bank to affirm itself as a
"Challenger Bank", based on the logic of open architecture and differentiation. This positioning also allows Banco BNI
Europa to stand out as a benchmark in the new generation "Fintech" of European Banks and to continue with
significant growth rates.
Read more: https://bnieuropa.pt/en/

